One of the most common statistics computed over data elements is the number of distinct keys. A thread of research pioneered by Flajolet and Martin three decades ago culminated in the design of optimal approximate counting sketches, which have size that is double logarithmic in the number of distinct keys and provide estimates with a small relative error. Moreover, the sketches are composable, and thus suitable for streamed, parallel, or distributed computation.
INTRODUCTION
We consider data presented as elements e = (e.key, e.value) where each element has a key and a positive numeric value > 0. is data model is very common in streaming or distributed aggregation problems. A well-studied special case is where e.value ≡ 1 for all elements.
One of the most fundamental statistics over such data is the number of distinct keys: Distinct(E) = |{e.key | e ∈ E}|. Exact computation of the statistics requires maintaining a structure of size that is linear in the number of distinct keys. A pioneering design of Flajolet and Martin [14] showed that an approximate count can be obtained in a streaming model using structures ("sketches") of logarithmic size. Since then, a rich research strand proposed and analysed a diverse set of approximate counting sketches and deployed them for a wide range of applications [17] . Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). KDD'17, August 13-17, 2017, Halifax, NS, Canada. © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 978-1-4503-4887-4/17/08. DOI: h p://dx.doi.org /10.1145/3097983.3098020 Distinct counting sketches can be mostly classi ed as based on sampling (MinHash sketches) or on random projections (linear sketches). Both types of structures are mergeable/composable: is means that when the elements are partitioned, we can compute a sketch for each part separately and then obtain a corresponding sketch for the union from the sketches of each part. is property is critical for making the sketches suitable for parallel or distributed aggregation.
e original design of [14] and the leading ones used in practice use sample-based sketches. In particular, the popular Hyperloglog sketch [13] has double logarithmic size O (ϵ −2 +log log n), where n is the number of distinct keys and ϵ is the target normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE). Since this size is necessary to represent the approximate count, Hyperloglog is asymptotically optimal. We note that the Hyperloglog sketch contains ϵ −2 registers which store exponents of the estimated count. us, explicit representation of the sketch has size O (ϵ −2 log log n), but one can theoretically use instead a single exponent and ϵ −2 constant-size o sets (e.g. [4, 20] ) to bring the sketch size down to O (ϵ −2 +log log n), albeit by somewhat increasing updates complexity. Another point is that Hyperloglog uses random hash functions which have logarithmic-size representations. If we considers the hash representation to be part of the sketch [1, 20] ), we get a logarithmic lower bound on sketch size. Here we follow [13, 14] and consider the hash representation to be provided by the platform, which is consistent with practice where hash functions are reused and shared by multiple sketches.
We now consider other common statistics over elements. In particular, statistics expressed over a set of (key, weight) pairs, where the weight w x of a key x, is de ned to be the sum of the values of data elements with key x: w x = e |e.key=x e.value .
Keys that are not active (no elements with this key) are de ned to have w x = 0. Note that if all elements have value equal to 1, then w x is the number of occurrences of key x. For a nonnegative function f (w ) ≥ 0 such that f (0) ≡ 0, we de ne the f -statistics of the data as x f (w x ). We will nd it convenient to work with the notation W (w ) for the number of keys with w x = w. Equivalently, we can treat W as a distribution over weights w x that is scaled by the number of distinct keys. We can then express the f -statistics (with a slight notation abuse) as
e study of sketches that approximate f -statistics over streams of elements was formalized and popularized in a seminal paper by Alon, Matias, and Szegedy [1] . e aim is to the fundamental tradeo between sketch size and approximating quality for di erent statistics.
We focus here on functions f that are concave with (sub)linear nonnegative growth-rate. Equivalently, these functions are the nonnegative span cap (all nonnegative linear combinations) of cap functions
Notable members of cap that parametrize a spectrum between distinct count (f (w ) = 1) and sum (f (w ) = w) include frequency moments f (w ) = w p in the range p = [0, 1] (sum is p = 1 and distinct count is p = 0), cap functions (sum is realized by cap ∞ and distinct count by cap 1 when element values are integral and by f (w ) = cap T (w )/T as T → 0 generally), and so cap functions
So cap is a smooth approximation of cap: For w T we have cap T (w ) ≈ w, for w T we have cap T (w ) ≈ T , and for all T , w:
Other important cap members are log(1 + w ) and capped moments. Statistics in cap are used in applications to decrease the impact of very frequent keys and increase the impact of rare keys. It is a common practice to weigh frequencies, say degree of nodes in a graph [24] or frequency of a term in a corpus [22, 30] , by a sublinear function such as w p for p ∈ (0, 1) or log(1 + w ). In many applications, the ability to approximate the statistics over the raw data, without the cost of aggregation, can be very useful. One example is online advertising [16, 26] , where data elements are opportunities to show ads to users (keys) that are interacting with various apps on di erent platforms. An advertisement campaign speci es a maximum number of times T an ad can be displayed to the same user, so the number of qualifying impressions corresponds to cap T statistics of the data. Statistics are computed over past data in order to estimate the number of qualifying impressions when designing a campaign. Another example is the computation of word embeddings, where each word has a focus and context embedding so that (a function) of the inner product captures the respective co-occurrence frequencies. Glove [27] demonstrated a signi cant bene t when weighting cooccurrences by f (w ) = min{1, w/T } α for α < 1 (instead of f (w ) = w). Typically, the text corpus is presented as complete text documents, and elements (focus-context pairs) in arbitrary order are extracted in a distributed pass.
ere is a very large body of work on the topic of approximating statistics over streamed or distributed data and it is not possible to mention it all here. Most of the prior work uses linear sketches (random linear projections). A sketch for the second moment, inspired by the JL transform [19] , was presented by [1] . Indyk [18] followed with a beautiful construction based on stable distributions of sketches of size O (ϵ −2 log 2 n) for moments in p ∈ [0, 2]. Braverman and Ostrovsky [2] presented an umbrella construction of polylogarithmic-size sketch structures, based on L 2 heavy hi er sketches, for all monotone f -statistics that are sketchable in polylogarithmic size. e construction is illuminating but not practical (high degree of the polylog and constant factors).
Sample-based sketches for cap functions were presented by the author [6] . e sketch is a weighted sample of keys that supports approximate cap-statistics on domain queries (subsets of the keys). e framework generalizes both distinct reservoir sampling [21, 31] and the sample and hold stream sampling [7, 12, 15] . e size and quality tradeo s of the sample are very close (within a small constant) to those of an optimal sample that can be e ciently computed over aggregated data (set of key and weight pairs). Roughly, a sample of O (ϵ −2 ) keys su ces to approximate cap T (W ) unbiasedly with coe cient of variation (CV) ϵ. Moreover, a multi-objective (universal) sample (see [5, 10] ) of O (ϵ −2 log n) keys can approximate with CV ϵ any f -statistics for f ∈ cap. When this method is applied to sketching statistics of the full data, we can hash key identi ers to size O (log n) (to obtain uniqueness with very high probability) and obtain sketches of size O (ϵ −2 log n) and a multiobjective sketches of size O (ϵ −2 log 2 n). One weakness of the design is that these sketches are not fully composable: ey apply on streamed elements (single pass) or take two passes over distributed data elements. e remaining fundamental challenge was to design composable sketches of size O (ϵ −2 log n) for each cap statistics and a composable multi-objective sketch of size O (ϵ −2 log 2 n). Given the practical signi cance of the problem, we seek simple and highly e cient designs. A further theoretical challenge is to design sketches that meet or approach the double-logarithmic representation-size lower bound of O (ϵ −2 + log log n).
Contributions overview and organization
We address these challenges and make the following contributions. We show that any statistics in the so cap span cap can be approximated with the essential e ectiveness and estimation quality of Hyperloglog.
at is, we present composable sketches of size O (ϵ −2 + log log n) and estimators with NRMSE ϵ and good concentration. e so cap span cap ⊂ cap is the set of functions that can be expressed as
e span includes all so cap functions, low frequency moments (f (w ) = w p with p ∈ (0, 1)), and log(1 + w ). We also present a composable multi-objective sketch for cap. is is a single structure that is larger by a logarithmic factor than a single distinct counter and supports the approximations of all cap statistics. Finally, we consider statistics in cap that are not in cap and show how to approximate them within small relative errors (12%) using di erences of approximate cap statistics.
Our main component is a framework, illustrated in Figure 1 , that reduces the sketching of the target statistics to sketching distinct statistics. We specify randomized functions M that map data elements of the form e = (e.key, e.value) to sets of output elements. Each output element e ∈ M (e) contains an output key (outkey) e .ke (which generally is from a di erent domain than the input keys) and an optional value e . alue ≥ 0. For a multiset of data elements W , we obtain a corresponding multiset of output elements
e mapping functions are cra ed so that the approximate statistics of the set of data elements W can be obtained from approximations of other statistics of the output elements E. In particular, if we have a composable sketch for the output statistics, we obtain a composable sketch for the target statistics. Note that our mapping functions are randomized, therefore the set E is a random variable and so is any (exact) statistics on E. We refer to the value of the output statistics on the output elements as a measurement of W . When we sketch the output elements, we refer to the resulting estimate as an approximate measurement of W . e output statistics we use are the distinct count Distinct(E), which allows us to leverage approximate distinct counters as black boxes, and the more general max-distinct statistics MxDistinct(E), de ned as the sum over distinct keys of the maximum value of an element with the key:
where
which also can be sketched in double logarithmic size. Note that when all elements have value 1,
For multi-objective approximations we use all-threshold sketches that allows us to recover, for any threshold t > 0, an approximation of
which is the number of distinct keys that appear in at least one element e ∈ E with value e.value ≤ t. e size of the all-threshold sketch is larger by only a logarithmic factor than the basic distinct count sketch. e paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de ne the complement Laplace transform L c [W ](t ) of the frequency distribution W , which is its distinct count minus its Laplace transform at t. We have the relation
that is, the transform at 1/T multiplied by T is the cap T statistics of the data. In Section 3 we de ne a mapping function for any t > 0, so that L c [W ](t ), and hence cap 1/t -statistics, is approximated by the respective Distinct measurement. We refer to this as a measurement of L c [W ] at point t.
In Section 4 we consider the span cap of so cap statistics, that is, all f of the form (4). Equivalently, a(t ) is the inverse L c transform of f . We derive the explicit form of the inverse transform of all frequency moments with p ∈ (0, 1) and logarithms. e statistics f (W ) for f ∈ cap can thus be expressed as
is suggests that we can approximate f (W ) using multiple approximate point (Distinct) measurements. In section 5 we show that a single MxDistinct measurement su ces: We present element mapping functions (tailored to f ) such that the MxDistinct statistics on output elements approximates f (W ) = L c [W ] [a] . We refer to this statistics as a combination measurement of L c [W ] using a. A MxDistinct sketch of the output element gives us an approximation of combination measurement which approximates f (W ). Finally, we will review the design of HyperLoglog-like MxDistinct sketches.
In Section 6 we consider the multi-objective se ing, that is, a single sketch from which we can approximate all cap statistics. We de ne a mapping function such that for all t > 0, TDistinct t (E) is equivalent to a point measurement of L c [W ] at t. e output elements are processed by an all-threshold distinct count sketches, which can be interpreted as all-distance sketches [3, 4] and inherit their properties -In particular, the total structure size has logarithmic overhead over a single distinct counter. e all-threshold sketch allows us to obtain approximate point measurements for any t and combination measurement for any a.
In Section 7 we consider statistics in cap that may not be in cap. We characterize cap as the set of all concave sublinear functions and derive expressions for the cap transform which transforms f ∈ cap to the coe cients of the corresponding nonnegative linear combination of cap functions. We then consider sketching these statistics f (W ) using approximate signed inverse L c transform of the function f . We use separate combinations measurements of the positive and negative components for the approximation. We show that cap 1 is the "hardest" function in that class in the sense that any approximate inverse transform for the function cap 1 (x ) = min{1, x } can be extended (while retaining sketchability and approximation quality) to any statistics f ∈ cap, using the cap transform of f . We then derive some approximate transforms for cap 1 (x ), and hence for any cap statistics that achieve maximum relative error of 12%.
Section 8 reports some experimental results. We conclude in Section 9. Due to page limitations, many details are omi ed. A full version can be found in h ps://arxiv.org/abs/1607.06517.
THE LAPLACE
See Figure 2 for an illustration of L c [W ](t ) for a toy distribution W . e rst term in (8), 
is the number of distinct keys in W . At the limit as t decreases 
. e plot shows the asymptotes t Sum(W ) for small t and Distinct(W ) for large t.
where Sum(W ) = e ∈W e.value = x w x is the sum of the weights of keys. More precisely: e Lemma implies that the ne structure of W is captured by a restricted "relevant" range of t values and is well approximated outside this range by the basic (and composably sketchable) Distinct and Sum statistics. e statistics Distinct(W ) is approximated by an o -the-shelf approximate distinct counter applied to data elements. e exact Sum(W ) is straightforward to compute composably with a single counter of size O (log Sum(W )) (assuming integral values). A classic algorithm by Morris [23] (see [4] for a composable version that can handle varying weights) uses sketches of size O (ϵ −2 + log log(Sum(W )).
LAPLACE C POINT MEASUREMENTS
We de ne a mapping function of elements such that the expectation of the (scaled) distinct count of output elements is equal to the Laplace c transform L c [W ](t ) of W at t. We also establish concentration around the expectation. e basic element mapping is provided as Algorithm 1. A more e cient variant that performs computation proportional to the number of generated output elements is provided in the full version. e mapping is parametrized by t and by an integer r ≥ 1 and uses a set of functions H i for i ∈ [r ]. All we need to assume here is that for all i and keys x, H i (x ) are (nearly) unique. is can be achieved by concatenating x to a string representation of i:
. To obtain output key representation that is logarithmic in r Distinct(W ), we can apply a random hash function to the concatenated string. An element e is processed by drawing a set of r independent exponential random variables i ∼ Exp[e.value] with parameter e.value. For each i such that i < t, the output key H i (e.key) is created. Note that the number of output keys returned is between 0 and r . Our point measurement at t is
which is number of distinct output keys generated for all data elements, divided by r . We now show that for any choice of r ≥ 1, t, and input data W , the expectation of the measurement L c [W ](t )
is equal to the value of the Laplace c transform of W at t.
P . e number of distinct outkeys r L c [W ](t ) can be expressed as the sum of r Distinct(W ) Poisson events. For each input key x and i ∈ [r ], the event is the appearance (at least once) of the outkey H i (x ).
e outkey H i (x ) appears if the minimum Exp[e.value] draw over elements e with key x is at most t. e minimum of these exponential random variables is exponentially distributed with parameter equal to their sum w x = e |e.key=x e.value. erefore, the probability of the event is
It follows that the expected contribution of a key x with weight w x to the sum r L c [W ](t ) is rp(w x , t ). erefore the expected value of the measurement is
We next consider concentration of the measurement. When t = +∞, we have p(w, t ) = 1, and there is no measurement error. In general, we can bound the relative error by applying the Cherno bound:
e outkeys E are processed by an approximate distinct counter which yields an approximate measurement
equal to the approximate count of distinct output keys divided by r . Since there are at most r Distinct(W ) distinct output keys, the sketch size needed for NRMSE ϵ is O (ϵ −2 +log log(r Distinct(W ))) = O (ϵ −2 + log log Distinct(W )). Note that even a very large r that is polynomial in Distinct(W ) will not signi cantly increase the sketch size. e two sources of error, due to the measurement itself and its approximation, are independent and the bo leneck one is the quality of the approximate distinct counter. When both estimates have NRMSE ϵ with concentration, the error of L c [W ](t ) as an approximation of L c [W ](t ) has NRMSE √ 2ϵ with concentration. While the magnitude of r has negligible e ect on sketch size, it does e ect element mapping computation. is can be mitigated by using a more e cient algorithm with computation that is linear in the number of generated output keys O (r (1 − exp(−te.value)) (see the full version). Moreover, we can bound the size of r needed to guarantee that our measurement has CV of at most ϵ:
the estimator L c [W ](t ) (de ned in (11)) has CV at most ϵ.
From (7) and (3),
ϵ and the claim follows using (15) .
is well approximated by t Sum(W ). Since we do not know Max(W ) or Sum(W ) in advance, we use the following strategy. Our approximate point measurement algorithm computes both an approximate sum Sum(W ) and approximate count of output elements Distinct(E) generated by Algorithm 1 with r as in (14) . If Distinct(E) < 3ϵ −2 , we return t Sum(W ) and otherwise return (13) . We comment here that using r as in (14) provides seamless worstcase quality guarantees for any t and distribution W . In practice it is o en safe to assume that Sum(W ) Max(W ) and a small value of r su ces. In particular when Sum(W ) ≥ ϵ −2.5 Max(W ) we can use r = 1.
THE SOFTCAP SPAN
e so cap span cap contains all functions f that can be expressed as nonnegative linear combinations of cap T functions. Equivalently, for some a(t ) ≥ 0,
Note that a(t ) is the inverse Laplace c transform of f (w ):
e following is immediate Table 1 lists explicit expressions for the inverse L c transforms of some basic functions in the so cap span (w p for all p ∈ (0, 1), and ln(1 + w )). e table also includes other expressions that we will use for sketching the statistics. Our derivations utilized the following Lemma which expresses the inverse L c transform of f in terms of the inverse Laplace transform of the derivative of f (w ):
where L is the Laplace transform.
P
. We look for a solution a(t ) of (17). Di erentiating both sides by w we obtain
In preparation for the task of sketching the statistics f (W ), we express it in terms of the inverse L c transform a(t ) of f (w ) and the transform L c [W ] of the frequencies:
When the inverse transform has a discrete form, that is, f is expressed using {a t } for t ∈ Y as 
COMBINATION L c MEASUREMENTS
In this section we show how to sketch f (W ) for any f ∈ cap. We will use the notation
When the subscript or superscript are omi ed, we default to τ = 0 and b = ∞. We use the same notation with approximate measurements:
From Section 4, we can equivalently present a sketch design for L c [W ] [a] ∞ 0 where a(t ) ≥ 0 satis es (19) . We de ne randomized mapping functions of elements, tailored to some a(t ) ≥ 0 and τ > 0, such that the expectation of the (scaled) max-distinct statistics of output elements is equal to L c [W ][a] ∞ τ and establish concentration around the expectation. We estimate the contribution L c [W ][a] τ 0 of the low-t regime by a separate Sum(W ) sketch.
Element mapping
Consider a(t ) ≥ 0. Our element processing is a simple modi cation of the element processing Algorithm 1 for point measurements. e algorithm inputs the function a() (instead of t) and returns output elements (outkey and value pairs) instead of only returning outkeys. Pseudocode is provided as Algorithm 2. Our combination measurement is the max-distinct statistics of the output elements divided by r :
OutElements a (e) . (24) We show that the measurement has expectation equal to L c [W ][a] ∞ τ with good concentration:
P . e claim on the expectation follows from linearity of expectation and the claim for point measurements for each t in Note that nonnegativity a(t ) ≥ 0 is necessary for correctness: It ensures monotonicity of ∞ a(t )dt in which implies that the maximum indeed corresponds to minimum .
We now address quality of approximation. From the lemma, quality is bounded by a function of the value of the transform at point τ : L c [W ](τ ). From our analysis of point measurements, we know that it su ces to ensure that τ and r are large enough so that (15) holds. As with point measurements, we can use τ = √ ϵ/ Max(W )) and r as in (14) to obtain a concentrated measurement (25) e rst approximation has relative error at most ϵ. For the second, as discussed earlier, we can use exact Sum(W ) or a composable Morris counter sketch that provides an estimate with a well concentrated error of ϵ.
e low t regime
Closed expressions for τ 0 a(t )tdt (used in (25) and for ∞ τ a(t )dt (used in Algorithm 2) for inverse transforms of basic functions are provided in Table 1 . Note that these expressions are bounded and well de ned for all a that are inverse L c transform of a cap function (see Lemma 4.1).
Putting it together
Our sketch consists of a Sum sketch applied to data elements W and a MxDistinct sketch applied to output element E produced by applying the element mapping Algorithm 2 to W . e nal estimate we return is
ere is one subtlety here that was deferred for the sake of exposition: We do not know Max(W ) and therefore can not simply set τ prior to running the algorithm. To obtain the worst-case statistical guarantees we set r as in (14) and set τ adaptively to be the = 3ϵ −2 smallest value that is generated for a distinct output key. To do so, we extend our sketch to include another component, which we call the sidelined set, which is the distinct output keys with smallest values processed so far. Note that this sketch component is also composable. e sidelined elements are not immediately processed by the MxDistinct sketch: e processing is delayed until they are taken out of being sidelined, that is, to the point that due to sketch compositions or new arrivals, there are other distinct output keys with lower values. Finally, when the sketches are used to extract an estimate of the statistics, we set τ as the largest in the sidelined set, feed all the sidelined keys to the MxDistinct sketch with value ∞ τ a(t )dt, and apply the estimator (26) . We note that explicitly maintaining the sidelined output keys and value pairs would require ϵ −2 log n storage. Details on how to obtain the same e ect using a double logarithmic size sketch component are provided in the full version.
Max-distinct sketches
For completeness, we discuss some sketch designs for max-distinct statistics.
ese sketches generalize MinHash sketches for distinct statistics (see overview in [4] ) and are based on composable weighted sampling schemes.
With bo om-k sampling [8, 9, 25, 28, 29] we associate with each element (with a unique key) e an independent random rank value r e ∼ D[e.value] from a distribution D parametrized by e.value (Exponential [28] or uniform U [0, 1/e.value] [25] ). e sample includes the k keys with minimum r e and the corresponding e. alue. It is easy to see that this can be performed using composable sketches that contain k = ϵ −2 key value pairs. When the keys are not unique, we instead use ranks obtained by applying the respective inverse CDF to u e.key ∼ U [0, 1], which is a hash function that maps strings to independent uniform random numbers. What this achieves is that minimum rank of elements with the same key x has distribution D[m x ] and hence the sample distribution is the same as the plain scheme applied to elements (x, m x ) with unique keys. An estimator of the max-distinct statistics x m x that is applied to the sample [9, 11] is well-concentrated with CV 1/
e representation of the sample amounts to storing k key identiers (or their O (log n) size hashes) and their respective m x values resulting in representation size of O (ϵ −2 log n). e size can be reduced by hashing keys to a domain that is polynomial in k and store approximate consistently-rounded ranks in an o set form. A di erent design of max-distinct sketches of size O (log log n + ϵ −2 log ϵ −1 ) (assuming 1 ≤ m x = O (poly(n))) builds on withreplacement weighted sampling [3] and popular distinct counting sketches [13, 14] . Our sketch contain k registers that corresponds to balanced "buckets" of output keys. For balance, we can place all keys in all buckets or apply stochastic averaging and partition the output keys to buckets according to a partition of [r ] . For an element e with key that falls in bucket i, we compute − ln u e.key#i /e.value and if smaller than the current register, replace its value. e distribution of the minimum in the bucket is exponential with parameter equals to the sum of m x over keys in the bucket (see e.g. [3] ). Since the buckets are balanced, each register contains a sample from this distribution and we can estimate the parameter by k − 1 divided by the sum of the k registers. As in Hyperloglog, we can use consistent (per key/bucket) randomized rounding to an integral power of (1 + δ ) and store only the negated exponent i for register i. e exponent can be stored in O (log log n) bits. For di erent buckets, we can store one exponent and o sets of expected size O (1) per bucket. To obtain the approximate statistics from the sketch we use the estimator
FULL RANGE L c MEASUREMENTS
In this section we present a composable sketch from which we can approximate L c [W ](t ) for all t and L c [w][a] ∞ τ for all applicable a() ≥ 0 and τ . Concretely, consider the set of output keys OutKeys t (e) generated by Algorithm 1 for input element e when xing the parameter r , the set of hash functions {H i }, and the randomization { i }, but varying t. It is easy to see that the set OutKeys t (e) monotonically increases with t until it reaches size r . We can now consider all outkeys generated for input W as a function of t OutKeys t (W ) ≡ e ∈W OutKeys t (e) . e number of distinct outkeys increases with t until it reaches size rn, where n is the number of distinct input keys. Our full-range measurement is accordingly de ned as the function
e full-range element mapping Algorithm 3 returns for each input element e, a set of r output elements OutElements H (e) that are outkey and value pairs. e mapping is equivalent to Algorithm 1 except that the point t is not speci ed and instead the output elements are always generated with value equal to the applicable threshold t.
Point from full range
We denote the set of output elements generated for all input elements e ∈ W by OutElements(W ). We have that OutKeys t (W ) = {e.key | e ∈ OutElements(W )such thate.value ≤ t } . erefore, the point measurement for t is
which is the number of distinct keys in output elements that have value at most t. is measurement is identical to the one we would have obtained using Algorithm 1 with input t.
Combination from full range
A combination measurement can be computed from a full range measurement using
We show that this formulation is equivalent to a combination measurement (24) obtained by a max-distinct statistics of output elements generated by Algorithm 2: L 6.1. Consider a(t ) ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0 and element mappings for full-range (Algorithm 3) and combination (Algorithm 2) measurements where the mappings are performed using identical parameter r , hash functions H , and random draws . en the corresponding combination measurements (29) and (24) are equal.
P
. It is easy to verify that
6.3 Sketching a full range measurement e output elements OutElements(W ) are processed by a composable all-threshold distinct counting sketch. Our all-threshold sketch is a single-point All-Distance Sketch (ADS) [3] [4] [5] (universal monotone sample). We refer the reader to [4, 5] for full details and provide here an overview for completeness. e ADS summarizes data elements E that are a set of key value pairs with nonnegative values. From the sketch we can approximate TDistinct t (E) (6) for any t and ∞ τ a(t ) TDistinct t (E)dt for any integrable a(t ) ≥ 0 and τ . Respectively, we obtain from an ADS of the output elements, approximate
τ measurements. An ADS is a parametric extension of a MinHash sketch: It eciently represents MinHash sketches for all the sets OutKeys t (W ) for di erent t. It retains the sketch structure of the base MinHash sketch and records all the change points t at which the content of a register (of the respective MinHash sketches) changes. At the base we can use almost any MinHash sketch design including HyperLogLog [13] which uses k = ϵ −2 registers that store respective maximum values over processed data elements. As t is increased, the values that the sketch would have stored increase.
e ADS records the values and change points t for each register. e total expected number of change points for all k registers is well-concentrated around k ln(rn). Hence, the overhead factor of all-threshold sketching is O (ϵ −2 ln n) and the representation of the breakpoints. Since L c [W ](t ) is smooth and Lipschitz, we can limit the precision in which the breakpoints are represented to log(1/ϵ ) signi cant bits and use a single exponent and o sets. We can apply the HIP estimator [4, 5] to the ADS (with respect to the swept parameter t) to obtain tighter estimates for all t. 
THE CAP SPAN
In this section we consider sketching statistics for concave sublinear f that may not be in cap. We show that all concave sublinear f are in the nonnegative span cap of cap functions. We de ne cap transform of f as a function a(t ) ≥ 0 and A ∞ ≥ 0 such that ∞ 0 a(t )dt < ∞ and
We can express the transform as follows:
1. Let f : [0, ∞] be a nonnegative, continuous, concave, and monotone non-decreasing function such that f (0) = 0 and ∂ + f (0) < ∞. en f ∈ cap with the cap transform:
where δ is the Dirac delta function and ∂ f (∞) ≡ lim t →∞ ∂ f (t ).
Sketching with signed inverse transforms
We consider sketching statistics for f such that
is signed. We use the notation a(t ) = a + (t ) − a − (t ) where a + (t ) = max{a(t ), 0} and a − (t ) = max{−a(t ), 0} .
We 
at is, when the components f + (W ) and f − (W ) are estimated within relative error ϵ, then our estimate of f (W ) has relative error at most ϵρ. In particular, the concentration bound in Lemma 5.1 holds with ρδ replacing δ and the sketch size has ϵρ replacing ϵ.
When the exact inverse transform a of f is not de ned or has a large ρ (a), we look for an approximate inverse transform a such that ρ (a) is small and f (w ) ≈ L c [a](w ):
From cap 1 to cap
We show that from an approximate signed inverse transform of cap 1 we can obtain one with the same quality for any f ∈ cap. 
is an approximate inverse transform of f that satis es
It follows that to approximate f (W ) we do as follows. We compute the cap transform of f and use an approximate inverse transform of cap 1 , from which we obtain an approximate inverse transform c of f . We then perform two combination measurements (with respect to the negative and positive components c + and c − ). Alternatively, we can use one full-range measurement to estimate both.
Sketching cap 1
We consider approximate inverse transforms of cap 1 . e simplest approximation (see (3)) is to approximate cap T statistics by cap T . e worst-case error of this approximation is relerr(cap T , cap T ) = 1/e ≈ 0.37. Note, however, that the relative error is maximized at w = T , but vanishes when w T and w T . is means that only distributions that are heavy with keys of weight approximately T would have signi cant error. Noting that cap T is an underestimate of cap T , we can decrease the worst-case relative error using the approximation 2e 2e − 1 cap T (w )
and obtain relerr(cap T , 2e 2e−1 cap T ) = 1 2e−1 ≈ 0.23 . is improvement, however, comes at the cost of spreading the error, that otherwise dissipated for very large and very small frequencies w, across all frequencies.
We derive tighter approximations of cap 1 using a signed approximate inverse transform α (). We rst specify properties of α () so that L c [α] has desirable properties as an approximation of cap 1 .
To have the error vanish for w 1, that is, have L c [α](w ) → 1 when w → +∞, we must have ∞ 0 α (t )dt = 1 .
(39)
To have the error vanish for w 1, that is, have L c [α](w )/w → 1 when w → 0, we must have ∞ 0 tα (t )dt = 1 .
(40)
We show (see full version) that using α of the form
where δ is the Dirac delta function, we obtain the following: A β 1 β 2 relerr ≈ ρ (α ) < 10.0 0.9 3.75 0.115 12.4 1.5 0.6 7.97 0.14 2.9 Figure 3 shows cap 1 (w ) and various approximations. e single point measurement approximations: cap 1 and scaled cap 1 and the two 3-point approximations from the table. One plot shows the functions and the other shows their ratio to cap 1 which corresponds to the relative error as a function of w.
e graphs show that the error vanishes for small and large values of w for all but the scaled cap 1 (38). We can also see the smaller error for the 3-point approximations. 
